CALL FOR PAPERS

The C&R – Competition and Regulation Journal invites submissions, including papers
(academic or short), studies or case comments, to be published in its next double-issue
46-47 Theme Section on the subject of “Merger Control”.
Regardless of topics, either substantive or procedural, on general merger control, it is
intended that the Theme Section focuses on its current hot-topics, in particular:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The European Commission’s new approach to Art 22 EUMR;
Killer acquisitions;
Merger control and Innovation, in particular in the digital and pharma sectors;
Merger control and the “new” Market Definition Notice;
Merger control and concessions;
Limitation period in Gun-Jumping;
The market share notification threshold: a tighter net vs legal uncertainty;
Joint-Ventures: A different kind of merger?;
“Quality” as a new element to consider in merger control assessment;
Remedies in markets subject to sectorial regulation;
“SIEC”: Assessment of a(n almost) complete decade;
Common Ownership;
Should Environmental and Social considerations be taken into account in merger
control assessment?

The deadline for submissions is 26th September 2021
Authors are exclusively responsible for their papers. Publication of papers does not mean
that C&R endorses the views expressed therein.
Papers must not have been published elsewhere and can be submitted in Portuguese,
Spanish, French or English. Papers will be published in their original language.
In exceptional cases, papers that have already been published may be accepted. In such
circumstances, Authors are required to indicate where the paper was previously
published. If accepted, the paper is published in its original language, remaining the
Author responsible for ensuring its translation into 1 of the 4 accepted languages.
Submissions should comply with the formal Guidelines, available at
http://www.concorrencia.pt/vPT/Estudos_e_Publicacoes/Revista_CR/Paginas/RevistaC
R-Normas-Formais-Estilo.aspx
Submissions must be sent in digital format to the email address revista@concorrencia.pt.

About C&R – Competition and Regulation Journal
The C&R – Competition and Regulation Journal is a quarterly journal focused on
promoting the discussion and study of thoughts and ideas on Competition Law, as well
as its interplay with Economic and Financial Regulation, combining scientific research
and analysis with the day-to-day experience in Competition Law enforcement.

The C&R – Competition and Regulation Journal constitutes a forum for the promotion of
Competition Policy. It embodies a venture open to the participation of all stakeholders,
who – individual or institutionally – play an active role in contributing to the scientific
creation and assessment of issues and subjects related to Competition Law and Policy,
by enabling both the academic community and practitioners alike to access reference
working materials.

